
Final Thoughts on 2020 
 

2020 and our Prime Minister 
 
This has been a hard year for many Canadians, but fortunately we have a 
Prime Minister whom, we are assured, is fit, able and competent.  If so, 
where is he?  With hindsight 2020 comes into view, and Justin Trudeau 
comes into clear focus. 
 
January:  The first warnings were growing about the Covid-19 Virus. Our 
beloved Prime Minister assured us that Canada was quite prepared for the 
outbreak, and that the threat was quite low.  Meanwhile, Trudeau also 
reacted to the Iranian shoot-down of a passenger jet that killed 57 
Canadians on January 8th (“Yawn”) and Alberta’s concerns about its 
shrinking finances (“Yawn”) -- but he did mention something called a “Post-
Carbon Economy.” 
 
February:  Canada became a nation where our national arteries did not 
run, thanks to a handful of self-appointed Native “activists” buttressed by 
the usual miscreants from the urban Marxist Left. Illegal railroad blockades 
choked an already fragile economy, but Trudeau called for patience and 
opined that it was not the duty of the government to tell police what to do. 
 
March:  Covid came. Fortunately for Canada, Trudeau had spent much of 
February strewing money about various nations with a lavish hand; we all 
knew that billions in largess was being given away so that Canada would 
win a seat on the UN Security Council when it came up in June.  Regarding 
Covid, Trudeau told us not to panic, gave a big grant to a research lab in 
Wuhan (whose sloppy protocols might be behind the outbreak), closed off 
international travel except for refugee claimants and flights from China, 
and then disappeared for two weeks. 
 
April:  While Provincial premiers struggled to provide leadership in dealing 
with Covid, Trudeau emerged in a tent at Harrington Lake sporting a new 
beard that made him look much more sagacious and mature.  The 
impression lasted as long as his mouth remained shut.  Fortunately, locked-
down Canadians could play “Press Conference Bingo” for toilet paper over 



which hackneyed phrases would be delivered in each day’s prime 
ministerial press conference. 
 
May: On April 20th a Nova Scotian dentist/police wannabe cut loose and 
killed 22 people with his illegally acquired firearms. On May 1st Trudeau 
finally uncorked his gun control plans, obviously no tragedy is too good to 
waste and why bother with learning the details before acting?  Naturally, 
his plans seem devoid of common sense, but that has never stopped 
Trudeau before. 
 
June:  Ooops.  The UN voted to fill the vacant Security Council Seat and 
Canada was beaten out by Norway and Iceland.  Double oops, Trudeau got 
even fewer votes than his predecessor, Stephen Harper – who hadn’t given 
away billions in beer money and free lollipops to sundry UN members. 
 
July:  The smell of burning pants in proximity to Justin Trudeau is no 
coincidence although technically, the WE Charity Scandal really smells like 
rotten fish marinaded in skunk spray.   Corruption, cronyism, and personal 
benefits to Trudeau and his family... the Ethics Commissioner naturally took 
an interest and started investigating both the Prime Minister and his 
Finance Minister (who also had a hand in the cookie jar).  Things were 
really starting to look juicy until... 
 
August:  Trudeau prorogued Parliament, which brought the WE 
investigation to a crashing halt.  Accidentally and not on purpose, the 
heads of the WE Charity stopped handing over documents, and the Finance 
Minister resigned. More Canadians began to notice that Trudeau is rarely, if 
ever, in Parliament and rarely answers questions – but the habit is 
worsening this year. 
 
September:  A shiny new Speech from the Throne opened up the new 
Parliament, but Trudeau had a ‘press conference’ scheduled in lieu of the 
traditional appearance of a PM in the House to answer questions about it. 
His absenteeism increases a reputation for being shifty and evasive.  
Meanwhile, his merry minions filibustered any attempt to reopen the 
inquiry, and WE ceased its operations in Canada.  The Second Wave of 
Covid infections rolled in but for a country that was supposedly prepared, 
we still seemed awfully short of key supplies and vital equipment. 
 



October:  It is a year since Trudeau retained his job as prime minister, 
albeit with a minority government.   Strangely, no budget was presented in 
Parliament in that year, key civil servants were – gasp! -- starting to 
complain that the country’s finances were totally out of control and rapidly 
worsening.  Canada’s economic strength faded and the national debt 
reached all time new levels. 
 
November:  Good news!  Besides continuing with supposed plans for the 
“Post Carbon Economy” (whatever that is), the government has bold and 
exciting ideas to increase its revenues as part of the “Great Reset” in the 
coming years.  For Canadians looking for hope instead of cocktail-party 
slogans, the next series of Trudeau’s Carbon Tax increases are coming this 
winter.  Those of us who are literally counting our scanty dollars from 
month to month can look forward to spending more on heating oil, fuel for 
the car, and grocery bills. 
 
December:  It turns out that Trudeau and his cabinet are disappointed that 
the Canadian Forces were disinclined to allow soldiers from China’s People’s 
Liberation Army to attend winter exercises or sit in courses at our Staff 
Colleges in Toronto and Kingston.  This ungenerous decision is supported 
by most of Canada’s traditional allies, who have their own tales to tell 
about Chinese spies, agents of influence, and high-handed behaviour.  Of 
course, CSIS warns of many such episodes in Canada, but alas, these 
reports never seem to get taken seriously by the PMO. 
 
So now, with 2020 Hindsight, the Winter of our Discontent is upon us, and 
one might wonder how we are to warm ourselves before the return of 
Summer.  How indeed? 
 

 

 



2020 and the World Turned Cross-Eyed 
 
How does one sum up a year as confusing and tumultuous as this one?  It 
might be cold comfort to remember that 1788, 1913, and 1938 seemed 
sort of normal, so perhaps humanity is not on the edge of something 
horrible, or perhaps we are.   
 
First off, writing about rivers of thought seems boring... but there is 
nothing more vital!  The Classical Liberal heritage from the Age of 
Enlightenment withstood a lot of challenges, but Post-Modernism -- with its 
inverted values, intersectionality and the overthrow of Reason -- is almost 
triumphant.  This is an Age of Confusion and intellectual sabotage.  Almost 
all of us who are in revolt against the prevailing gestalt can’t even identify 
it, let alone assemble a new school of thought to supplant it. 
 
This has led to an age where nobody believes anything and disbelieves 
nothing simultaneously.  Never before have we had so much information at 
our fingertips and been so incapable of using it.  Worse, in an era where 
there is a lodestar on every point, the strongest bearings lead in the most 
destructive courses.  The yearning for something “transformative” is 
strong, whether Islamist, Marxist, or – most pernicious of all – a reset of 
some kind. 
 
The study of history is among the casualties of Post-Modernism; 
particularly the lesson that most revolutions to install a transformative new 
order of some kind almost invariably lead to something far worse. 
 
In a year where consensus is impossible, a perfect storm brewed up thanks 
to Covid 19.  The corona virus might not be as contagious as small-pox or 
measles, but it is on a par with Ebola and outstrips most ‘flus. It isn’t 
immediately lethal, but it shaves off life expectancy in most of those who 
catch it.  Panic is not quite justified, but grave concern is warranted and 
the disease is loose.  A harsh dictatorship like China can impose a total 
isolation on its citizens; everyone else can’t or won’t. 
 
So, how to sum up this year? 
 
Well, the Emperor Xi Jinping of the Party Dynasty is throwing China’s 
considerable weight around. The World can thank China for the Covid 



Crisis, but a despotic police state with total control of communications can 
isolate its infected citizens. There was a short border war with India, much 
bullying (especially of Australia and Taiwan), and cowed leaders to be 
intimidated, bribed, or undermined.  Canadians can take note of Trudeau 
and compare the fortunes – literally – of Joe Biden against Donald Trump, 
of which more anon. Moreover, the most systematic genocide the world has 
seen since WW-2 is underway against the Uighurs and nobody seems to be 
calling China on it. 
 
To paraphrase Winston Churchill’s famous remark about Russia, one cannot 
forecast the actions of Iran. It is a riddle, wrapped up in an inferiority 
complex inside an enigmatic petulance but there is a key. This is the 
survival of the Mullahs –who have managed to squeak through the 
presidency of Donald Trump.  Perhaps they will be able to continue their 
slow march towards nuclear arms and continue turning Syria, Iraq, 
Lebanon and Yemen into their satrapies.  A spectacular ammunition 
catastrophe in Beirut briefly promised to make this year awkward for Iran’s 
junior partners in Hezbollah, but they seem to have intimidated what 
passes for Lebanese government yet again. 
 
If there is a winner in this miserable year, it must be Israel. This has been 
the most peaceful year they have ever known – only two of its defenders 
have died, and a number of Arab states are lining up to improve their 
relations and take advantage of Israel’s stunning prosperity and 
technological prowess.  The Palestinian leadership – as ever ready to react 
to Israel’s successes by yelling “Fire, ready, aim!” - is growing in petulance 
and irrelevance.  It would seem the same is also true for Israel’s critics in 
the Western World. 
 
Africa is staggering along.  The new Imperialists are proving unpopular as 
the Chinese seem even more haughty then worst of the British and French 
without leaving the trappings of modernity.  The Islamists are gaining 
strength in several countries and readily slaughtering Animists, Christians 
and even Sufi Muslims in growing numbers, but the brewing drought and 
massive famine in the Sahel might briefly distract them. 
 
While China might be acting up, Russia has spent this year quite muted 
under the influence of Covid-19 and has not been rashly adventurous.   
 



Western Europe and Great Britain likewise are dealing with Covid-19 and 
the fear of an economic contraction as a result of the shutdown of the 
economy.  In other respects, some business has been as usual:  An influx 
of migrants continues, Muslim activists keep engaging in vandalism and 
terrorism (churches being a notable target), and Europeans who try to do 
something about it are denigrated as ‘Right Wing Extremists’.  Meanwhile, 
the usual Wokerati continue to gnaw away at the underpinnings of 
European civilization. 
 
The same dynamics exist in the United States, but on steroids in this 
election year.  Trump delivered on many expectations but has a grating 
style, whereas Biden had done little of note but is presented as polished in 
manner.  Add the mercenaries of the streets who became “activists” on cue 
and turned the US upside down this year – causing at least $2 Billion in 
damage through looting and arson, killing scores of people, and 
threatening even more violence. 
 
As the election ran, America’s media became a showcase of ideological and 
partisan bigotry and the major social media platforms followed suit.  
Republicans might be no saints, but the Democrats ran their most crooked 
campaigns since the days of Boss Tweed and the institution of Jim Crow.  
There are very strong suspicions that the presidential election was rigged 
in several swing states.  Attempts to examine the veracity of this are being 
quelled, and Biden will probably become president. 
 
Regardless, American politics are in a chaotic mess and likely to remain 
there.  Even supposing Biden is up to the job (highly doubtful), the 
questions about his election and his personal integrity are going to remain.  
If Trump somehow overthrows the suspect results, his legitimacy will also 
be much reduced. National unity in the United States has not been so weak 
since just before the Civil War and the fragmentation of US society is going 
to worsen. 
 
So what does 2021 hold?  A perfect storm is brewing and humanity may be 
likened to a ship that has nobody effective at the helm, its navigational 
instruments are gone, and it is taking on water (Covid-19 is doing a lot of 
economic damage). There is a mutiny brewing, sedition among the crew, 
and no reason to trust anyone who presents themselves as a new 
helmsmen.  Still, we might muddle through... humans are pretty good at 



that, and that might be the best we can hope for.  Otherwise, 2020 might 
be as seen in the same light as 1788, 1913 and 1938. God help us all. 
 
John Thompson 
The Cassandra Society 
 

Happy New Year! 

 
  

"When confronted with the impossible challenge before them, 
despairing of even life, an exhausted Frodo confesses, "I cannot 
do this, Sam." Equally exhausted and worn out, Sam responds, "I 
know. It's all wrong. By rights we shouldn't even be here. But we 
are. It's like in the great stories, Mr. Frodo. The ones that really 
mattered. Full of darkness and danger, they were. 

And sometimes you didn't want to know the end. Because how 
could the end be happy? How could the world go back to the way 
it was when so much bad had happened? But in the end, it is 
only a passing thing, this shadow. Even darkness must pass. A 
new day will come. And when the sun shines it will shine out the 
clearer. Those are the stories that stayed with you. That meant 
something even if you were too small to understand why. But I 
think, Mr. Frodo, I do understand. I know now. Folks in those 
stories had lots of chances of turning back, only they didn't. They 
kept going. Because they were holding onto something."  



Frodo, exhausted and in tears, asks, "What are we holding on to, 
Sam?"  

Sam picks Frodo up and pulls him to his feet, then looks him 
straight in the eyes: "That there's some good in this world, Mr. 
Frodo....and it's worth fighting for!"  

YES INDEED. 

 


